reassembled their elements into multilayered and ambiguous montages conceived in a spirit of criticality and playfulness.
Her aesthetic strategies targeted what I call the essential trait of global history.
1 She attributed this trait to the voice and body of a specific female subject. By enacting this subject, on a stage literally balanced on the edge of the Arctic world, she exposed the inner secrets of colonial globalisation and Danish nation building. 'I make the history of colonialism part of my history in the only way I know, namely by taking it personally', she wrote in her book It was a path-breaking gaze on Northern Europe. It evolved within a contracted career marked by periods of intense experimentation. I had the privilege of following this work, beginning in the 1990s, when Pia and I started a long and winding conversation that led to rewarding collaborative projects. At that time, for a critic and writer interested in the aftereffects of colonialism on European culture, Pia's visual universe was a revelation. In unpredictable ways, her work at once embodied and enriched the theoretical discourse of the period -its notions of hybridity, métissage, third-space subjectivities and subalternity. Pia coined the term 'ethno-aesthetics' to describe the situation in which she found herself trapped as a Greenlandic-Danish artist expected to recycle visual clichés associated with 'Eskimo' culture. 3 In other words, she coined the term to point out the prison-house of indigeneity from which she sought to escape. But she also used 'ethno-aesthetics' to designate a context that 3 continuously nourished her imagination. Three distinct phases of her career can be identified in retrospect.
II
The first phase began when Pia, in 1988, decided to construct her own camera-house. Built from pine and plywood and painted bright white, the camera was big enough to stand or lie in.
This camera obscura was a container with a small hole at the front. She would climb into it through a small hatch and affix a piece of sheet film on the back wall. She would then uncover the aperture to let incoming light strike the film, and she would remain inside for the full exposure time -usually fifteen to thirty minutes -during which she manipulated the image by partly shading the film to mark it with her body's ghostly contour.
Pia had this colossal camera shipped to Greenland with the intention of mounting it in all the places in Greenland where she had lived as a child. , 1995) . Images of the coastline here appear through butterfly shapes that the artist created by placing her arms and torso in front of the film during the exposure. In this way, each image bears traces of the subject who made it.
The superimposition of object and subject of representation provide a general model of Arke's visual aesthetics. She approached existing accounts and images of Greenland, including her own memories, through hermeneutics at once suspicious and restorativeretrieving human lives that had been erased from the artefacts and data stored in the archive, and thus exposing the ways in which violence and power masquerade as scientific achievement and progress.
Inuit assistance, knowledge and labour formed the precondition of the exploration and colonisation of Greenland, but their contributions were rarely recorded. In Pia's darkroom, these lives were rediscovered, redeveloped and subsequently reinserted -always with a hint of humour -into the past and present of Danish-Greenlandic transactions. In this sense, it may be said that Pia situated her work at the limit of world history; her work indicates the limit of historical understanding, and points toward its non-representable exteriority. Usually, too, she invested this place with human agency by marking it by the limit image of a female subject.
Frederikke Hansen and Tone Olaf Nielsen, the curators of the first major retrospective of motif? Is she generated by the act of representation? She belongs to both orders. To ask for her true identity is pointless.
As for the 'three graces', they first seem to face the camera, apparently accepting their status as exhibited objects; but soon enough they have turned their backs on the photographer to look at the landscape into which the photographer had sought to insert them. At one moment, they are exhibited natives; at the next, they are subjects scrutinising the representation.
III
A second crucial phase in Pia Arke's artistic project was triggered by a discovery she made in perceived to be representations of natives in a state of mad savagery turn out to be projections of the coloniser's own irrational violence.
Pia saw the limit of world history to be marked by brutalised women -materially and mentally violated, racialised, objectified and dehumanised. Cultural theory has yet to produce a concept to inscribe female figures like these textually into world historiy, or to explain why, in colonial narratives, they so frequently mark borders onto the unknown and dangerous. One achievement of Pia's work is that it serves to powerfully reminder us of this omission and blindness.
Pia posited this female subject not only as a prohibitive limit, however. She also saw her as a horizon figure for the utopic, offering a glimpse of different ways of organising and narrating the world. For a video performance piece titled Arktisk hysteri (Arctic Hysteria, 1996) , Pia filmed herself crawling naked and animal-like across a huge enlargement made at Nuugaarsuk using her pinhole camera. The video shows her sniffing and scratching at the image's surface, as though she wants to eat the picture, or disappear into the ice-and-snow- What Pia ended up creating in searching for a postcolonial symbology of the Arctic was perhaps not so much a narrative of the Arctic as its performance.
IV
For Stories from Scoresbysund, Pia set herself the task of reclaiming her personal history. This is the third phase I want to mention. To take back her history, she first had to discover how it came about that she was deprived of it, and this involved entering into close combat with world politics. Stories from Scoresbysund is therefore as much a personal as a political book; but it is first and foremost a book filled with wonder, humour and love for a people living at the world's fringes -or rather, at a spot that Europeans placed there.
Pia wanted to recover her own history by returning to her birthplace and the obscure moment of its founding. The colony of Scoresbysund was established by the Danish state in 1924, and populated the following year by Greenlandic families who had been lured or forcibly removed from Ammassalik, a thousand kilometers south. Amongst them were Pia's maternal grandparents, and it was her dream to represent the founding of the settlement in a form loyal to their perspective. This was a difficult task, for Scoresbysund's story does not just concern the roughly five neglected place of origin is (re)discovered and valorised. 9 Pia, too, found her origins to be without any cultural purity whatsoever -the 'native land' was the scene of historical crimes.
Yet, on the basis of these complex and disavowed roots, Pia managed to reconceive history by recognising the hybrid entanglements it had produced.
The project originated in Pia's bewildered return to her birthplace in the summer of 1997, and her renewed relationship with her brother Ole Brønlund and his family, who lived in the settlement. When, as she wrote me in a letter in the autumn of that year, she 'returned home after 35 years', she felt that this place, while charged with far-reaching historical processes, was marked by a deficit of historical awareness. Pia made with her pinhole camera may serve as a model for this process. Spacious enough to fit the artist inside and slow enough to give her time to manipulate the image using her own body as an interfering device, the pinhole camera represents how history and human agency disrupt the relation between object and medium, effectively recreating the world. Every picture bears a ghostly trace of the presence that inserted itself between consciousness and its machinations. The 'dreamlike quality' of these images 'indicates that we are dealing here with an unfinished and maybe unfinishable process', writes Pia's brother, the film scholar Erik Gant.
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Pia directed a lens toward the colonial periphery that she claimed as her origin. In doing so, she made the camera into an apparatus for mental decolonisation. Inside it, all conceivable pictures of the margins could be processed and accumulated. Suddenly, the borders of the known world were swarming with life -populated by ghosts, monsters, natives, hybrids and hysterics, all engaged in the unmaking of the matrices of knowledge and art. In this sense, too, Pia's camera exposed the essentially performative nature of representation.
These performances targeted the essential trait of the global narrative, to return to my earlier phrase. One part of this trait is cruelty, generated in the violent embrace between two uneven forces, one coming from the centre, one from the periphery: like the colonising explorer Peary and the nameless Inuit women whom he violated while approaching the North Pole. Another part is resistance and liberation, as the captured subject slips out of the embrace. It is the immeasurable quality of Pia Arke's practise that it managed to stage, in spellbinding imagery, this global encounter between cruelty and liberation.
